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Greetings to all of our Spiritual Satanists,

After all the recent attacks of the enemy, there is good and bad news. 

The good news is that they are entirely exhausted and they have went through their
most stressful holidays in cursing. Great for us. We are not the ones cursing the whole
planet after all. They are wholly undermined now.

The bad news is that the global situation is not looking good and that we will have to
focus on certain Rituals to turn this back. So we have to counteract this yet again. Yet
if anyone stops this won't last, but should we continue, we will do everything as we
should.

Oftentimes there are questions about them and especially on Jewish Holidays, where
certain people here start talking about how poor and sorry the jews are, and how much
they are not responsible for anything and so on. Jews are living self deciding beings
with sentience and the power of choice. 

And they have a lot more power, especially spiritually, than anyone else currently in
this world except maybe us here who know about the occult. 

They know exactly what they are doing, and are not in a category of just silly Gentiles
who do know know what dawns for them the next day and walk around aimlessly and
without culture, heritage, mission, or anything like that. 

Coincidentally, these strange whiny attacks happen on literally the Holiday where Jews
do Rituals to clean up their own "wrongdoings" against Gentiles, in strange ritualistic
fashion. That is called Yom Kippur. 

I have never really seen in this world anyone arguing about all  the crimes heaped
upon Gentiles, to the jews. Yet, everyone will cry at the Gentiles, who are the victims,
to actually "cut it" towards the Jews.

What is even funnier, is the Gentiles, in the position of weakness and victimization,
can almost do nothing at all against them, but the jews want them to stop even doing
the little  nothing that  they do,  while  they want  on the other  hand to  not  be done
anything against them. 

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=24&t=78405&p=392280


The word "against" or "enemy" translated in Hebrew, is to not act as a "Ha-Satan"
towards them. No opposition whatsoever.

It  makes  you wonder  why  as  they  stand above  literally  everyone  else,  in  judicial
palaces, in money, and everywhere else, they are still so obsessed with nobody even
doing the most remote criticism to them, which after all is a fundamental human right.

Even more strangely, during this celebration of Yom Kippur, they do Rituals to cleanse
their "vows" and try to evade justice because of what they did towards Gentiles and to
affirm none of the vows or promises they made matters at all. This includes heads of
state, people in Freemasonic Lodges, businessmen and so on. 

As they put their hands and take a vow, they do another Ritual to "not take part in any
vows",  because  they  know  the  Gods  observe  this  and  this  violation  is  highest
sacrilege. This is why Kings and so on had to vow to protect the people and so on. 

Because they cannot erase their "Vows", they do strange Rituals instead, the big one
of  this  being in Yom Kippur.  In a sense that  is like a criminal  trying to erase any
records that could be found by the police. 

Other  Rituals  also  include  how  they  transfer  their  "Sins"  to  chickens  [yes,  actual
chickens, the animals that are eaten], and other stranger Rituals where they transfer
their "Collective Sins" to Azazel. 

As we can see, nor their victims in the first case are responsible, nor the chickens, and
definitely not Azazel. For a race to do all these Rituals on the yearly, it should come to
nobody as a question that something is wrong with them. 

Why is it the case they are so nationally focused in literally doing shifting of crimes and
blame towards all these other sources? After one reads about them and wakes up to
them, you will know. 

After Jews do Yom Kippur, they also send some servants or some spiritually unaware
people in the forum to spew out propaganda about how innocent they COULD be in
some fantastic scenario, but the scenario of REALITY tells us otherwise.

None  of  these  messages  were  put  through  except  of  maybe  a  couple.  It  is  also
interesting to see how people grow that sentimental during the Yom Kippur. 

The reason why they do this on Yom Kippur is because Yom Kippur is a large Ritual
for Jews to cleanse themselves from their "crimes".

In the Jewish mind, it is not a crime if no-one saw it, and if people saw it and they
"forgive  them",  this  allows  them  to  continue  unimpeded.  This  is  the  definition  of
injustice, and just forgiving them is the definition of this. 



After they do so much, they are after "forgiveness" because they know to not forgive or
not forgive unless there is a REAL correction [which they never do] is the definition of
permanent injustice.

Now, if anyone is watching the news, recently the British Economy almost collapsed a
few days ago. This happened because the jews were essentially gambling away the
pension funds of people through complex financial instruments. 

As they were about to collapse entirely and collapse the pensions of  two or three
generations, the British Government has to step in and print money, devaluing and
destroying  further  it's  own  [the  people's]  currency,  in  order  to  "save  the  financial
system". Ie, three generations of elderly would be wiped out of all  their live's work
because of some kikes gambling it away.

After this, the British Government further indebted the Britons for generations to come,
only because these jews were gambling away the pensions and other finances of the
state, instead of somehow trying to safely maintain them and grow them. 

But who the fuck cares over this one too and endless other things, right? Let's just all
pretend  three  generations  thrown  in  the  gutter  is  fine  and  everything.  They  are
Gentiles after all, so who is there to care for them and do any Rituals for them, while
they are at the mercy of the occult power of the jews? The answer to that is that we
are here for this, that this is US.

But you will excuse them for this on Yom Kippur like a good little goy, and make sure to
turn the other cheek eternally, because you have to be a good "moral goy" and "follow
the Light" or something. 

How is it however that allowing all the above to commence without lifting a finger, does
actually show any sense of justice inside someone, let alone any affiliation with the
spiritual light? 

Let  me  explain  here:  You  are  immoral.  You  have  been  conned  into  thinking  this
nonsensical and evil approach is also "good", which it is not. 

Not only you are not moral or a justice oriented being by the definition of logic and the
Ancients if you do not do anything, but through this denial, you deny the whole notion
of any sense of justice whatsoever. 

In that case, you are following and you are a servant of something lesser than the
lowest abysmal darkness. You are a co-actor in the evil plot that they are creating.  

They have fooled you, but when you will show up in front of the Gods or the Afterlife,
they will  not be happy with your behavior and how you have allowed all  of this to
happen without caring at all, and how we pressed the "Forgive" button as a society,



allowing ourselves to completely collapse, and with ourselves all the work of the Gods,
their culture, and everything they founded on the planet, or a "Forgiveness" that further
resulted in our extinction.

When Nations collapse, people extinct in them, or end up as slaves and victims of
other  predator  Nations.  This  will  include  all  the  innocent  people  who  cannot  do
anything. Wars begin shortly afterwards, and people are annexed like animals. 

But due to lack of awareness, many people think "Forgiveness" is something to take
lightly, or to throw it around and "excuse" them all just because of a random feeling of
sentimentality that does not follow any logic in it. 

The reasons we also have to do endless "Anti-War" Rituals lately, is because these
lunatics have a plan to cause wars and instate global poverty, to promote other more
evil  plans.  One  war  involves  the  jewish  goonies  and  is  already  ongoing,  without
cessation for  closely  a year,  and has on many turns almost  cost  us a  WW3 and
damage to all beings on Europe, the US and abroad. 

Indirectly  through  this,  other  Nations  are  threatened  through  internal  collapse  or
shortages  in  food,  energy  and  other  damning  circumstances.  These  events  are
unfolding in front of our very eyes. These have to be stopped, there is no debate if
they  should  be  stopped  or  if  we  should  fittingly  do  our  part  in  stopping  this.  

Should people be left again without any defense whatsoever? These people constantly
ask "Where is God"? And we are here to show them that the Gods do see Injustice
and to help reverse it.

As  about  the  enemy,  it  is  entirely  their  choice  to  misuse  this  power,  to  curse,  to
promote hate,  and all  of  the choices they have been committing over hundreds of
years, closing in to two millennia. They are not the average goyim ignoramus that
walks around completely blind and brainwashed by Christianity or Islam, which THEY
made.  

They have awareness of the situation of the world and their position in it.

They will be judged for it, do not worry about this. They are conscious of all of this for
generations. Any few of their own that deviated from this task and told them to "slow it
down", the jews have obliterated, or called "traitors" and so on. These processes take
time.  

They are now doing everything in front of everyone which is a very bad policy for all of
these actions. The Gods handle these processes above everyone else.

Curses, spiritual power, and Justice in general, is delivered through these processes
to those who are responsible for this. How this manifests is known through the Gods
and the invisible forces behind this. 



It is normal to not be able to comprehend that our world is presently run by so much
evil and it needs a form of intervention to turn around, but it is also part of being a liar
to not make the consideration of doing the research to see if this is ACTUALLY the
case.  

Look around you, and read the knowledge and information. If you still do cower or
cannot take this, it is fine and acceptable, but allow those who should promote justice
to do it. 

For the rest of us who are Warriors of the Gods, let us proceed with the Schedule.

Below the Schedule:

We will do all of these Rituals for the Duration of all the Days of the Schedule.

[The Final RTR is a given. But the Rituals below have to be done. If one can also put
one Final RTR, they should do it. Alternatively, after we are "done" with the schedule,
one can focus on the Final. Keep in mind, the FRTR should be taken as a daily duty.]

6. Kol Nidrei Reversal, Reversing the Curse upon the Goat, Demonic Authority Ritual
7. Kol Nidrei Reversal, Reversing the Curse upon the Goat, Demonic Authority Ritual
8. Kol Nidrei Reversal, Reversing the Curse upon the Goat, Demonic Authority Ritual
9. Anti War 1, Anti War 3, Demonic Authority Ritual
10. Anti War 1, Anti War 3, Demonic Authority Ritual
11. Anti War 1, Anti War 3, Demonic Authority Ritual
12. Terminating Jewish Financial Control, Demonic Authority Ritual
13. Terminating Jewish Financial Control, Demonic Authority Ritual
14. Terminating Jewish Financial Control, Demonic Authority Ritual
15. Terminating Jewish Financial Control, Demonic Authority Ritual

Below the Links To The Rituals:

Anti-War 1 Ritual - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/War1.html
Anti-War 3 Ritual - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/War3.html
Terminating Jewish Financial Control Ritual - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/D298.html
Demonic Authority Ritual - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/2017_Solstice.html
Kol Nidrei - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/KN.html
Reversing the Curse upon the Goat - https://satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/Lev_16_22.html
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